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Author’s response to Editor’s Comments:

1. Authorship change form

-- We note that the order of authors has changed since original submission of the manuscript. In line with COPE guidelines, BioMed Central requires written confirmation from all authors that they agree with any proposed changes in authorship of submitted manuscripts or published articles. In such cases, we use a standardised form which we would request you and your co-authors to complete. The authorship change form can be found at the following link: https://resource-cms.springernature.com/springer-cms/rest/v1/content/7454878/data/v5. All instructions can be found on the form, please treat the ‘current authorship’ section as the original authorship. Please return the form by email to the Editorial Office (Or include this a supplementary file in your revised manuscript) with all author signatures (including those newly added/removed).

R: The Authorship form has been updated with the signatures all the authors.

2. Author initials

-- We note that several pairs of authors have the same initials - for instance, EM and FP. To distinguish between them in the Authors’ Contributions section please designate them as follows in the example used: EM1 and EM2, with EM1 corresponding to E. Morpugo, chosen because this name is furthest up the author list.

R: Initials have been fixed and updated as requested

3. Author contributions
Currently, we note several discrepancies in the "Authors Contributions" statement in your Declarations section. Author initials MS is included, though we do not note an author with the initials MS listed in the most recent version of the manuscript. Further, authors PB2, RB, CC, VF, MR and FP3 are currently missing from the statement, despite being listed in the most recent version of the manuscript. Please ensure all authors listed as having contributed to the manuscript are featured in adequate and accurate detail in this section.

R: All issues have been fixed

4. Abbreviations

-- Please provide a list of all the abbreviations used in the manuscript. This list should be placed just before the Declarations section. All abbreviations should still be defined in the text at first use.

R: All abbreviations have been reported and updated and clearly specified in the text

5. Acknowledgements

-- We note that you have not included an acknowledgements section. If you have no acknowledgements please put ‘Not Applicable’ in this section. Please do not include any funding information in your acknowledgements.

R: an Acknowledgment section has been added as requested

6. Clean manuscript

-- At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.

R: A clean copy of the manuscript has been uploaded

A new authorship form has been uploaded